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News From Around PA
Students who brought a lawsuit against Boyertown Area School District (Berks County) will appeal a judge’s decision to uphold the district’s unwritten policy which allows girls in the boys’ locker room and bathrooms and vice versa. The district is considering spending taxpayer dollars to make facility changes to "better accommodate the needs of students."

"Transwoman" Kate Lynn Blatt (a biological male) has settled his case with Cabela's in Hamburg (Berks County). Blatt claimed his 'gender dysphoria' was disabling and covered under Americans with Disabilities Act. The settlement included a nondisclosure agreement, so the details are not available.

A judge has declared the cross on Lehigh County's seal and flag unconstitutional, writing that while he doesn't believe the symbols violate the Constitution, he was bound by precedent to side with the Freedom From Religion Foundation.

Luverne County commissions have voted to sue opioid manufacturers and distributors.

Upper Dublin Township (Montco) has passed a homosexual special rights ordinance which impacts employment, housing and public accommodations.

A West Point cadet, who was nominated by former PA Democratic Representative Jason Altmire, is a self-described communist and is being investigated after tweeting a picture of himself in uniform holding his hat with the words "communism will win" written inside, and another picture in which he displays a Che Guevara shirt under his uniform. Altmire says he has not spoken with the cadet since the nomination and does not support his recent actions.

Anthem protests include bills that have been introduced in both the US House and US Senate that would strip any taxpayer funding for professional sports teams for building their massive stadiums.

HR 2282, the so-called Equality Act, would amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 by adding the words "sexual orientation and gender identity" and impact employers with 15 or more employees forcing them to hire homosexuals and transgenders. The Human Rights Campaign, the nation's largest homosexual lobby group, has put together a coalition of corporations that support it. These range from Target to American Airlines to Best Buy.
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